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Information Graphics
Diagram! is a smart, general purpose graphics tool, designed for business graphics 
and technical drawing. Diagram! features user customized symbol libraries, 
automatically redrawn rubberbanding lines, along with many more traditional drawing 
tool features
Diagram's simple point-and-click interface makes drawing a snap. Just drag out any of 
a variety of standard or customized symbols from symbol palettes and drop them into 
your document.
Diagram! supports hierarchical diagrams, in addition to links between diagram objects
and files created by other applications. And, of course, images generated in Diagram! 
can be easily copied and pasted to other applications.
User-extensible palettes of graphic objects allow users to create graphics simply by 
dragging objects off palettes and into their documents. Users can rapidly create 
graphics without having to switch between modes or select new tools. Since palettes 
are user extensible, frequently-used figures can be re-used, eliminating repetitive 
drawing and formattingÐtypically necessary with conventional illustration programs.
ªSmartº rubberbanding lines and labels between graphic objects automatically update
as you rearrange objects in your Diagram! documents. This means that Diagram! 
ªunderstandsº relationships, freeing users to modify their documents without having 
to mechanically update line positions, labels, and other connecting components. 
Diagram! is geared for the business professional rather than the artist.
Diagram! can effectively integrate a variety of files and applications into a single 
document. Users can use documents from other applications by dropping them into 



Diagram!. Linked documents can be updated without the user having to make 
changes to the Diagram! document.

CASE Applications
Diagram! is the perfect tool for developers seeking to draw initial plans and 
requirements through the use of traditional visual CASE methodologies such as data 
flow diagrams and Entity-Relationship diagrams. Diagram! also speeds common 
documentation tasks such as adding descriptive call-out text to screen shots or 
interface mock-ups.

Federal
For customers in the Federal Government, Lighthouse has created Diagram! Federal. 
Integrated into Diagram! Federal is a extensive collection of image palettes which 
have been designed to meet the unique needs of end users in the U.S. Government. 
Images include, maps, seals, and a variety of other graphics.

Ordering Information
Diagram can be obtained through you local authorized NeXT reseller or NeXT 
Connection. To contact NeXT Connection, call 1-800-800-NEXT. Lighthouse Design 
offers signifcant discounts to students and faculty through NeXT Connection.

For information on site licenses or dealer inquiries, please contact Lighthouse Design, 
Ltd. at 800/366-2279 or 415/570-7736.


